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Demanding his baby… And his fiancée! Tycoon Marco Silviano can’t forget the mysterious woman he spent an
incredible week with on a luxurious island. Coming face-to-face with Imogen in England is
shocking—especially when he learns she’s expecting his baby! Convinced their child will secure his
family’s dynasty, Marco is intent on persuading Imogen to wear his ring. But once they’re engaged, their
burning desire and Imogen’s warmhearted allure test Marco’s control to the limit… Indulge in this
passionate engagement of convenience romance!
Harlequin® Presents brings you a collection of four new titles! This Presents box set includes: THE
ITALIAN'S PREGNANT VIRGIN Heirs Before Vows by Maisey Yates When backpacker Esther Abbott's deal to
become a surrogate falls through, she has to turn to the baby's father! Having a child with a woman he's
never met leaves Renzo Valenti with no choice but to claim the child…and make Esther his wife! A DEAL
FOR THE DI SIONE RING The Billionaire's Legacy by Jennifer Hayward Nate Brunswick's search for his
grandfather's lost ring leads the illegitimate Di Sione to an inconvenient engagement! Mina Mastrantino
can't pass the ring on until she's married. A divorce should be easy…but their exquisite wedding night
gives them both far more than they planned! BOUGHT TO CARRY HIS HEIR by Jane Porter Georgia Nielsen
can't afford to refuse a request of surrogacy to an enigmatic tycoon. But striking a deal with the devil
traps her on Nikos Panos's isolated Greek island! If he wants defiant Georgia to submit, Nikos must
confront the demons that haunt him… BOUND BY HIS DESERT DIAMOND Wedlocked! by Andie Brock Princess
Annalina knows that a compromising photograph with a stranger will end her arranged engagement—but her
mystery man is her betrothed's brother! Prince Zahir Zahani's kiss traps them both in a royal bind, and
giving in to his darkest desires becomes all Zahir craves… Be sure to collect Harlequin® Presents'
January 2017 Box set 1 of 2! Join HarlequinMyRewards.com to earn FREE books and more. Earn points for
all your Harlequin purchases from wherever you shop.
Harlequin® Presents brings you a collection of four new titles! This Presents box set includes: CROWNING
HIS CONVENIENT PRINCESS Once Upon a Seduction… By Maisey Yates Nothing surprises prince Gunnar, until
personal assistant Latika asks him for help — by marrying her! Recognizing her desperation, he protects
her with his royal name. Yet the biggest surprise isn’t their sizzling chemistry, but how dangerously
permanent his craving for Latika feels… SECRETS OF HIS FORBIDDEN CINDERELLA One Night With Consequences
By Caitlin Crews Overwhelming. Irresistible. Off-limits. Teo was all those things to Amelia. Until she
attends his luxurious masquerade ball, and they share a deliciously anonymous encounter! Now Amelia must
tell brooding Teo he’s the father of her unborn baby… REDEEMED BY HIS STOLEN BRIDE Rival Spanish
Brothers By Abby Green Having stolen his rival’s fiancée, billionaire Gabriel is blindsided by his
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powerful attraction to innocent Lenora! He believes he can only offer her passion, but Lenora knows her
proud husband could offer so much more than pleasure… A SHOCKING PROPOSAL IN SICILY By Rachael Thomas To
save her penniless family, Kaliana needs a husband — urgently! So she shockingly proposes to billionaire
Rafe. Yet Rafe has his own agenda—a marriage could secure his rightful inheritance, but only if it
appears to be real! Be sure to collect Harlequin® Presents’ January 2020 Box Set 1 of 2!
Expecting her husband’s baby When Lisa Martinez last saw her estranged husband, Maximiliano, she was
walking out on their relationship for good. Her heart and dignity in tatters after once more giving in
to the temptation of Max’s seduction, she knew divorce was her only option. Except Lisa’s heartbreaking
plans are halted by unexpected nine-month consequences! Max never wanted a family, so Lisa is appalled
when he refuses to relinquish his child and demands she return to their marriage bed! For their unborn
baby’s sake, Lisa agrees. Dare she hope to find more than mindless pleasure in her husband’s arms?
A Marriage of Convenience Romance
Harlequin Presents - March 2019 - Box Set 2 of 2
A Ring to Claim His Legacy
Harlequin Presents May 2016 - Box Set 1 of 2
The Italian's Pregnant Virgin\A Deal for the Di Sione Ring\Bought to Carry His Heir\Bound by His Desert
Diamond
The Sheikh's Last Mistress

The secret she never told… Heart racing, Logan Copeland cannot look away from tycoon Rowan Argyros as he
declares her life is in danger. All she can think is that Rowan took her virginity, heartlessly rejected her after a
night of reckless abandon…and is the father of her child. She must reveal the truth before she's whisked away to
Rowan's castle for safety… Isolated together, Logan finds herself at the mercy of Rowan's unrelenting need to
claim her—and their daughter! Logan has known no touch but his, and yearns to feel it again…but to do so, she
must agree to meet him at the altar!
Harlequin® Presents brings you a collection of four new titles! This Presents box set includes: A VIRGIN TO
REDEEM THE BILLIONAIRE By Dani Collins Ruthless billionaire Kaine has just given Gisella a shocking ultimatum:
use her spotless reputation to save his own or he’ll ruin her family for betraying him! But uncovering sweet
Gisella’s virginity makes Kaine want her for so much more than revenge... CROWN PRINCE’S BOUGHT BRIDE
Conveniently Wed! By Maya Blake To resolve the royal scandal unintentionally triggered by Maddie, Prince Remi
makes her his Queen! But his innocent new bride awakens a passion he’d thought long-buried. And suddenly, their
arrangement feels anything but convenient… CLAIMED FOR THE GREEK’S CHILD By Pippa Roscoe To secure his
shock heir, Dimitri must make Anna his wife. But the only thing harder than convincing Anna to be his convenient
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bride, is trying to ignore their red-hot attraction…! SEDUCING HIS CONVENIENT INNOCENT By Rachael Thomas
Lysandros has never stopped wanting Rio! A fake engagement to please his family is the perfect opportunity to
uncover why she walked away… But Rio’s heart-breaking revelation changes the stakes—now, he wants to give
her everything… Be sure to collect Harlequin® Presents’ March 2019 Box Set 1 of 2! Join
HarlequinMyRewards.com to earn FREE books and more. Earn points for all your Harlequin purchases from
wherever you shop.
Harlequin® Presents brings you a collection of four new titles! This Presents box set includes: ALEXEI’S
PASSIONATE REVENGE By Helen Bianchin Working with Alexei Delandros rekindles Natalya Montgomery’s
memories of their ardour — but if Natalya once held Alexei’s heart, she now holds his contempt! Natalya’s love
blinded Alexei, and then she betrayed him. Now, she’ll pay the price of his revenge! THE INNOCENT’S ONE-NIGHT
SURRENDER By Kate Hewitt Escaping attack, Laurel Forrester runs to her stepbrother Cristiano Ferrero, and finds
herself helpless to resist his raw magnetism. Their dangerous chemistry leads to one night of sin, but Laurel’s
surprising inexperience entices Cristiano to bring her to endless surrender... HIS MERCILESS MARRIAGE BARGAIN
Conveniently Wed! By Jane Porter After losing his brother, devastated Giovanni Marcello can’t believe Rachel
Bern’s bombshell that he has a nephew. But a smouldering kiss sparks an idea. He’ll set a high price for
acknowledging his heir: Rachel must walk down the aisle! MARTINEZ’S PREGNANT WIFE Convenient Christmas
Brides By Rachael Thomas When Lisa Martinez last saw Maximiliano she was walking out on their marriage, but
one last seduction had nine-month consequences! Lisa agrees to return for their baby’s sake. Dare she hope for
more than mindless pleasure in Max’s arms? Be sure to collect Harlequin® Presents’ January 2017 Box Set 2 of 2!
Promoted to Princess! Destiny Richards knows she is playing with fire when she accepts charismatic Sheikh Zafir
Al Asmari's job offer, but it seems like a fair price to pay to start her life over again. Until the temperature reaches
the boiling point and Destiny finds herself spending one out-of-this-world night with the sheikh! When powerful
Zafir seduces English rose Destiny, he never anticipates she'll hold the title of his Last Mistress. But their scorching
affair has shocking repercussions. Now, before their nine months are up, Zafir must convince Destiny to make
their arrangement more permanent!
At Her Boss's Bidding
An Anthology
Harlequin Presents November 2015 - Box Set 1 of 2
Harlequin Presents June 2015 - Box Set 2 of 2
A Shocking Proposal in Sicily
Harlequin Presents May 2017 - Box Set 2 of 2
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Harlequin® Presents brings you four new titles for one great price! This Presents box set
includes: THE COST OF THE FORBIDDEN (Irresistible Russian Tycoons) by Carol Marinelli
Ruthless Sev Derzhavin is master of getting whatever—and whomever—he wants. Sev has never
been refused before. So when his personal assistant Naomi resigns, Sev can't resist the
challenge of enticing the beautiful brunette to stay. NEW YEAR AT THE BOSS'S BIDDING by
Rachael Thomas Tilly Rogers is thrilled to be offered a prestigious contract for
billionaire Xavier Moretti's New Year's Eve party—until she ends up snowbound alone with
her boss! The notorious playboy makes it his resolution to seduce virgin Tilly… WEARING
THE DE ANGELIS RING (The Italian Titans) by Cathy Williams Tycoon Theo De Angelis lives
by his own rules…until a family debt forces him into matrimony! Beautiful, inexperienced
Alexa Caldini is determined to impose ground rules on their inconvenient arrangement, but
how long before Alexa's rules go up in smoke? MISTRESS OF HIS REVENGE (Bought by the
Brazilian) by Chantelle Shaw Cruz Delgado is the renowned owner of a diamond empire—and
aristocratic Sabrina Bancroft is the only woman ever to have walked away from the
tempting tycoon. When Cruz sees a chance, he takes his revenge…by making her his
mistress! Be sure to collection Harlequin® Presents' December 2015 Box set 1 of 2!
Harlequin® Presents brings you a collection of four new titles! This Presents box set
includes: THE GREEK'S NINE-MONTH REDEMPTION One Night With Consequences by Maisey Yates
Elle St James is determined to stop her stepbrother Apollo Savas, who is both sensual
fantasy and darkest enemy. But their forbidden desire gives way for one illicit night
that leaves untouched Elle with a life-changing consequence. AN HEIR TO MAKE A MARRIAGE
One Night With Consequences by Abby Green Desperate to save her father, Rose O'Malley
thinks she can trap a man. But despite realizing that she can't go through with it, Zac
Valenti sweeps her into his bed. Rose vows never to see Zac again…until she discovers
she's pregnant! EXPECTING A ROYAL SCANDAL Wedlocked! by Caitlin Crews For Felipe Cairo to
avoid the shackles of duty, he must choose a most inappropriate wife, and Brittany Hollis
has an unrivaled reputation. Until a twist shocks them both…Brittany might not be queen
material, but she's carrying a royal heir! THE SURPRISE CONTI CHILD The Legendary Conti
Brothers by Tara Pammi After nearly losing her life, Alexis Sharpe determines to tell
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Leandro Conti about their child. Leandro regrets how he treated Alexis seven years ago,
but now that she's back and the mother of his child, he will claim everything that's his!
Be sure to collect Harlequin® Presents' June 2016 Box set 1 of 2! Join
HarlequinMyRewards.com to earn FREE books and more. Earn points for all your Harlequin
purchases from wherever you shop.
Harlequin® Presents brings you a collection of four new titles! This Presents box set
includes: MORELLI'S MISTRESS by Anne Mather Luke Morelli is back and determined that Abby
Laurence will pay for her past betrayal. Finally free of her husband, there's only one
way she can make amends… Their affair was once illicit, but she's Luke's for the taking
now! THE SHEIKH'S LAST MISTRESS by Rachael Thomas Destiny Richards never imagined her job
with charismatic Sheikh Zafir would lead to an out-of-this-world night in his arms. But
when their scorching affair has unexpected repercussions, powerful Zafir must convince
his mistress to stay…before their nine months are up! THE MOST SCANDALOUS RAVENSDALE The
Ravensdale Scandals by Melanie Milburne Hotshot lawyer Flynn Carlyon relishes a challenge
and must get feisty Kat Winwood to accept her rightful place as a Ravensdale heir. He'll
use any means he can to get Kat to bend to his will, including addictive, spine-tingling
seduction! A TYCOON TO BE RECKONED WITH by Julia James Bastiaan Karavalas loves the
thrill of the hunt—yet his seduction of Sarah Fareham isn't purely for pleasure.
Performer Sarah hides behind her stage persona, but will it be enough to safeguard her
fragile heart once Bastiaan's intentions are revealed? Be sure to collect Harlequin®
Presents' May 2016 Box set 2 of 2! Join HarlequinMyRewards.com to earn FREE books and
more. Earn points for all your Harlequin purchases from wherever you shop.
The challenge: to leave your billionaire lifestyle behind for two weeks… Italian tycoon
Antonio Di Marcello relishes a challenge—but running into Sadie Parker while undercover
as a mechanic rocks him to the core. Four years after their fevered fling stripped away
his iron guard, he's confronted with the shocking consequences… Sadie gave up hope on her
desperate attempts to contact Antonio. Now she has to face the day she's both dreaded and
longed for! Yet Antonio's claim over her and her son is hard to resist—especially because
he'll use a sensual onslaught to get what he wants!
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Harlequin Presents October 2016 - Box Set 1 of 2
New Year at the Boss's Bidding
Harlequin Presents November 2017 - Box Set 1 of 2
Married for the Italian's Heir
The Greek's Nine-Month Redemption\An Heir to Make a Marriage\Expecting a Royal
Scandal\The Surprise Conti Child
Harlequin Presents November 2016 - Box Set 2 of 2
He needs a substitute bride… And she will be his queen! When desert prince Dal’s
convenient bride is stolen, he must find a replacement—immediately. Suddenly shy
secretary Poppy is kidnapped by her merciless boss and whisked away to his kingdom. She’s
shocked to find herself willingly surrendering to his expert seduction! But when it
becomes clear that Dal has more than pleasure in mind, will Poppy be persuaded to accept
his royal proposal?
Harlequin® Presents brings you a collection of four new titles! This Presents box set
includes: THE RETURN OF THE DI SIONE WIFE The Billionaire's Legacy by Caitlin Crews Dario
Di Sione's triumph in retrieving his family's earrings is marred by the discovery that
his traitorous wife, Anais, has kept their child a secret! Anais's return casts new light
on old events, for Dario and his child… BABY OF HIS REVENGE Wedlocked! by Jennie Lucas
Kassius Black is driven by revenge against the father who abandoned him—and Kassius's
last vengeful step is an heir his father will never know! Pure Laney Henry is the perfect
candidate—until Kassius realizes what he has to lose… A DEAL WITH ALEJANDRO Rival
Brothers by Maya Blake Alejandro Aguilar's newest employee, marketing guru Elise Jameson,
is refreshingly different and irresistibly intoxicating. The exhilaration of a multibillion-dollar merger soon gets the better of them. But this Spaniard's demons cause him
to see betrayal everywhere—even in Elise! INDEBTED TO MORENO by Kate Walker Fashion
designer Rose Cavalliero never thought she'd see Nairo Moreno again! After she nearly
destroyed his life, Nairo is determined to collect his debts—even if it sees Rose
blackmailed into a convenient engagement to the man who broke her heart! Be sure to
collect Harlequin® Presents' October 2016 Box set 2 of 2!
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She'd pay the price with two words. I do. After a shocking media exposé reveals that the
compelling stranger she lost her virginity to is debauched bachelor Dante Mancini, Piper
Riley is stunned! Their unexpected but exquisite night has left them inextricably bound…
When Dante learns that Piper is pregnant, the heartless playboy sees the perfect
opportunity to restore his business reputation—by making Piper his wife! But Piper won't
settle for anything less than happy-every-after. Dante must overcome his past to prove to
Piper—and the world—that this is more than a convenient match…
A scandal of their own making Nikolai Cunningham has kept his family history secret for
seventeen years. So when photographer Emma Sanders is granted exclusive access to his
childhood home, he returns to Russia to ensure it stays hidden. Though she tries to keep
her eye on the story, Nikolai's potent sexuality proves too much for Emma's untouched
body to resist! But, convinced she only wanted a scoop, Nikolai casts Emma out, unaware
she's pregnant! When the consequence of their recklessness is revealed, Nikolai will
legitimize his heir—with a gold wedding ring!
Harlequin Presents February 2016 - Box Set 1 of 2
A Secret Baby Romance
Morelli's Mistress\The Sheikh's Last Mistress\The Most Scandalous Ravensdale\A Tycoon to
Be Reckoned With
Harlequin Presents May 2018 - Box Set 2 of 2
Hired to Wear the Sheikh's Ring
Romance Fiction
Harlequin® Presents brings you a collection of four new titles! This Presents box set includes: THE MAGNATE'S
TEMPESTUOUS MARRIAGE Marrying a Tycoon by Miranda Lee Scott McAllister thinks Sarah is the perfect wife, until
he's led to believe she committed the ultimate betrayal. Sarah's defiant response to these lies sparks Scott's desire! In a
fight to save their marriage, their bed becomes the battleground… DI MARCELLO'S SECRET SON The Secret Billionaires
by Rachael Thomas Antonio Di Marcello unexpectedly meets Sadie Parker while working undercover. Four years after
their fling, he's confronted with the consequences… Sadie finds herself battling to resist Antonio's sensual onslaught—and
his resolve to claim her and her son! THE INNOCENT'S SHAMEFUL SECRET Secret Heirs of Billionaires by Sara
Craven Alexis Constantinou haunts Selena Blake's every memory—she dreams every night of the scorching affair that
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stole her innocence. Seeing Alexis again, Selena cannot ignore their passion—but does she dare reveal the truth she's
hidden? The secret Constantinou heir! THE ITALIAN'S VENGEFUL SEDUCTION Claimed by a Billionaire by Bella
Frances Marco Borsatto gave Stacey her first taste of pleasure…only to accuse her of betrayal. She refuses to be hurt
again and Marco isn't a man to forgive. But when he rescues her, it reignites an electrifying magnetism they never fully
explored… Be sure to collect Harlequin® Presents' May 2017 Box Set 1 of 2! Join HarlequinMyRewards.com to earn
FREE books and more. Earn points for all your Harlequin purchases from wherever you shop.
"When you've finished making offers for the bracelet, I have a proposition for you." Billionaire Liev Dragunov has spent a
lifetime plotting revenge against those responsible for his family's ruin. Finally he has the way: Bianca Di Sione. She's
denied their obvious attraction and coolly rebuffs every request to work for him—until he finds her weakness: a diamond
bracelet she desperately needs! Bianca must become his fake fiancée if she wants her trinket! But the taste of revenge
isn't as sweet as desire, and Liev discovers that she is innocent in more ways than one… Book 3 of The Billionaire's
Legacy
Harlequin® Presents brings you a collection of four new titles! This Presents box set includes: THE ITALIAN'S
CHRISTMAS SECRET One Night With Consequences by Sharon Kendrick When chauffeur Keira Ryan drives into a
snowdrift, she and Matteo Valenti must find a hotel—and end up spending one sizzling night! It's Christmastime again
before Matteo uncovers Keira's secret. Now it's time to claim his heir… THE SULTAN DEMANDS HIS HEIR by Maya
Blake Esme Scott strikes a deal with Sultan Zaid to free her conman father—but as his captive, she cannot deny their
insatiable longing! A heated encounter leaves her pregnant… Zaid's sensual power soon persuades her to become a
Sultan's wife! VALDEZ'S BARTERED BRIDE Convenient Christmas Brides by Rachael Thomas The only way for Lydia
to absolve her father's horrifying debts is to accept Raul Valdez's outrageous proposition. She must help him claim his
inheritance—or marry Raul on Christmas Eve! Lydia finds she cannot resist her desire for the dark-hearted billionaire…!
KIDNAPPED FOR THE TYCOON'S BABY Secret Heirs of Billionaires by Louise Fuller Nola Mason doesn't expect to see
Ramsay Walker again after their explosive fling, never considering the consequences! Ram must claim his heir—and he'll
steal her away to his rainforest hideaway, and use their heat-fuelled passion to entice her to marriage! Be sure to collect
Harlequin® Presents' November2017 Box Set 2 of 2!
Harlequin® Presents brings you four new titles for one great price! This Presents box set includes: A CHRISTMAS VOW
OF SEDUCTION (Princes of Petras) by Maisey Yates With one band of gold, Prince Andres of Petras can erase his
past—and most pleasurable—sins. But his prospective bride is untamable Princess Zara. So the playboy prince must
seduce her into compliance and crown her by Christmas! UNWRAPPING THE CASTELLI SECRET (Secret Heirs of
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Billionaires) by Caitlin Crews Lily Holloway turned her back on the forbidden passion she shared with Rafael Castelli five
years ago. But when their paths cross again, Lily attempts to veil herself with deception in order to retain her
freedom…and her child! LARENZO'S CHRISTMAS BABY (One Night With Consequences) by Kate Hewitt After two years
behind bars, Larenzo Cavelli is determined to get his life back…starting with Emma Leighton. It was deception that
imprisoned him, so what will happen when he discovers Emma's secret? One he might never be able to forgive…
SHACKLED TO THE SHEIKH (Desert Brothers) by Trish Morey Nanny Tora Burgess eagerly waits to meet her new
boss—but is horrified to discover he's her red-hot, one-night lover! Rashid is cold, distant and has a shocking proposal
that will shackle her to the sheikh forever! Look for 8 new exciting stories every month from Harlequin® Presents!
Martinez's Pregnant Wife
At the Sheikh's Bidding
A Guide to the Genre
Harlequin Presents January 2016 - Box Set 2 of 2
Di Marcello's Secret Son
Harlequin Presents June 2018 - Box Set 2 of 2
Harlequin® Presents brings you a collection of four new titles! This Presents box set
includes: THE ITALIAN'S CHRISTMAS CHILD Christmas with a Tycoon by Lynne Graham When
tycoon Vito Zaffari heads to a country cottage to escape the press, he doesn't expect
beautiful bombshell Holly Cleaver to crash in! When she disappears after their night
together, Vito expects to forget her…until he discovers the shocking Christmas
consequence of their passion! MARRIED FOR THE ITALIAN'S HEIR Brides for Billionaires by
Rachael Thomas Piper Riley is stunned to discover that the stranger she lost her
virginity to is debauched bachelor Dante Mancini! Their night together has left them
inextricably bound, and Dante sees a perfect opportunity to restore his business
reputation—by making Piper his wife! SNOWBOUND WITH HIS INNOCENT TEMPTATION by Cathy
Williams Becky Shaw didn't expect to spend Christmas warming herself in the arms of
Italian billionaire Theo Rushing. As a snowstorm rages outside, indoors the temperature's
rising. It's meant to be a holiday fling—until Theo reveals he needs a fake fiancée!
UNWRAPPING HIS CONVENIENT FIANCÉE by Melanie Milburne Violet Drummond can't face another
Christmas party alone, but Cameron McKinnon seems like the perfect plus one. Until he
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reveals his plan to make Violet his convenient fiancée! Cameron needs to escape unwelcome
attention, but soon fake feelings shift to real attraction… Be sure to collect Harlequin®
Presents' November 2016 Box set 1 of 2! Join HarlequinMyRewards.com to earn FREE books
and more. Earn points for all your Harlequin purchases from wherever you shop.
Harlequin® Presents brings you a collection of four new titles! This Presents box set
includes: THE ITALIAN’S PREGNANT CINDERELLA By Caitlin Crews Billionaire Cristiano can’t
get the unexpectedly innocent Julienne out of his head. He’s sure another night together
will cure him…until her bombshell destroys his fiercely controlled life! Because his onetime Cinderella is carrying the next Cassara heir… KIDNAPPED FOR HIS ROYAL HEIR By Maya
Blake Determined to claim his child, Zak demands pregnant Violet meet him at the altar.
And when she refuses? This powerful prince will keep Violet a willing captive on his
private Caribbean island until she says I do! HIS GREEK WEDDING NIGHT DEBT By Michelle
Smart Theo has one goal: seeking vengeance on his runaway bride! Yet, Theo can’t escape
their past…or the intense connection that spectacularly reignites. Will this tycoon be
tempted to re-write the rules of his revenge? A SCANDAL MADE IN LONDON By Lucy King Kate
is mortified when billionaire Theo discovers her secret dating profile. Yet she can’t
resist his tantalising offer to introduce her to pleasure beyond her wildest imagination!
But the biggest scandal of all is yet to happen… Be sure to collect Harlequin® Presents’
April 2020 Box Set 1 of 2!
Harlequin Presents brings you four new titles for one great price! This Presents bundle
includes Princess's Secret Baby by USA TODAY bestselling author Carol Marinelli, At the
Count's Bidding by USA TODAY bestselling author Caitlin Crews, The Real Romero by USA
TODAY bestselling author Cathy Williams and His Defiant Desert Queen by NEW YORK TIMES
bestselling author Jane Porter. Look for 8 new exciting stories every month from
Harlequin Presents!
Impossible, infuriating—and irresistible! Kristian Koumantaros is the most
difficultpatient Elizabeth's ever met. The arrogantGreek billionaire likes being in
control, andisn't adjusting to being temporarily blindedafter a helicopter crash. Alone
with Kristian at his luxurious retreat,Elizabeth experiences the full force of hissexual
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charisma. She knows she'll have toleave! But Kristian will use every weapon hehas to
entice her to stay and play!
The Cost of the Forbidden\New Year at the Boss's Bidding\Wearing the De Angelis
Ring\Mistress of His Revenge
A scandalous story of passion and romance
The Magnate's Tempestuous Marriage\Di Marcello's Secret Son\The Innocent's Shameful
Secret\The Italian's Vengeful Seduction
A Scandal, a Secret, a Baby\Marriage Scandal, Showbiz Baby!\The Fallen Greek Bride\At the
Greek Boss's Bidding\The Notorious Gabriel Diaz\Ruthless Tycoon, Inexperienced Mistress
Billionaire's Bride for Revenge\Kidnapped for His Royal Duty\The Sheikh's Shock Child\The
Tycoon's Scandalous Proposition
Harlequin Presents January 2017 - Box Set 2 of 2
Moretti's by midnight Jilted bride Tilly Rogers hopes her luck is changing when she's offered a prestigious catering contract for billionaire businessman
Xavier Moretti's New Year's Eve party. But then she ends up snowbound alone with her boss…and at his bidding! It's the end of the year and the end of
Tilly's contract, which leaves Xavier free to seduce her at his will. Hardly shy of a challenge, this notorious playboy makes it his resolution to have virgin
Tilly crumbling by his experienced touch. Before the snow settles, Xavier is determined to have Tilly under a brand-new set of tantalizing terms!
Harlequin® Presents brings you a collection of four new titles! This Presents box set includes: #3449 THE DI SIONE SECRET BABY The Billionaire's
Legacy by Augusta Blake Charity CEO Allegra Di Sione can't fail in her mission to retrieve her grandfather's beloved Fabergé box from Sheikh Rahim AlHadi, which is why she gets caught in Rahim's sumptuous bedroom trying to steal it! #3451 THE PLAYBOY'S RUTHLESS PURSUIT Rich, Ruthless and
Renowned by Miranda Lee Playboy tycoon Jeremy Barker-Whittle isn't short on stunning women, but Alice Waterhouse is a challenge he can't refuse. But
when he discovers Alice's carefully guarded innocence, he must forget this delicate beauty…until Alice shocks him by offering her virginity! #3453
MARRYING HER ROYAL ENEMY Kingdoms & Crowns by Jennifer Hayward Most women would kill to be draped in ivory and walking up the aisle
toward King Kostas Laskos. But Stella Constantinides naively bared her heart to Kostas to disastrous effect once before and this feisty princess refuses to
be his pawn ever again. #3455 IN THE SHEIKH'S SERVICE by Susan Stephens Sheikh Shazim Al Q'Aqabi must resist his instant attraction to mysterious
dancer Isla Sinclair, for duty is Shazim's only mistress. Until Isla is revealed as the prize winner who will travel to the desert to work with him…making their
chemistry impossible to ignore. Be sure to collect Harlequin® Presents' August2016 Box set 2 of 2!
“I want to hire you—as my bride.” Until she makes him want more… Tiffany is the perfect candidate to be Jafar Al-Shehri’s temporary wife. In return for
meeting him at the altar, he’ll clear her sister’s debt. Yet this convenient arrangement to secure his crown soon leads to unbridled passion! But Jafar’s
throne is still at stake—is their craving for each other enough to make Tiffany more than just the sheikh’s hired bride…?
Harlequin® Presents brings you a collection of four new titles! This Presents box set includes: #3457 TO BLACKMAIL A DI SIONE The Billionaire's
Legacy by Rachael Thomas Liev Dragunov's spent a lifetime plotting revenge against the Di Siones, and having Bianca's bracelet makes her perfect for his
plan. Bianca must become his fake fiancée—but when Liev discovers her innocence, desire becomes sweeter than revenge… #3459 THE SHEIKH'S BABY
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SCANDAL One Night With Consequences by Carol Marinelli Playboy sheikh Kedah Al Quasim has spent years behaving outrageously; now he must
accept his royal duty and marry. His coolly beautiful assistant, Felicia Hamilton, seems the perfect distraction, but Kedah isn't prepared for the scandalous
consequence: Felicia pregnant with his baby! #3461 TRAPPED BY VIALLI'S VOWS Wedlocked! by Chantelle Shaw Waitress Marnie Clarke refuses to
be Leandro Vialli's “dirty little secret,” and flees, secretly pregnant. After a paternity test proves his fatherhood, Leandro must claim his heir—and when an
accident steals Marnie's memories, he makes her believe they're engaged! #3463 DEFYING THE BILLIONAIRE'S COMMAND by Michelle Conder Dare
James is furious that some woman has gotten her claws into his grandfather—but when he confronts the family doctor, she—s unexpectedly attractive. Carly
is no gold digger, and she can't wait to wipe the smile from Dare's handsome face! Be sure to collect Harlequin® Presents' September 2016 Box set 2 of 2!
A Christmas Vow of Seduction\Unwrapping the Castelli Secret\Larenzo's Christmas Baby\Shackled to the Sheikh
Harlequin Presents The Billionaires Secret Babies
Harlequin Presents September 2016 - Box Set 1 of 2
Harlequin Presents August 2016 - Box Set 1 of 2
A Child Claimed by Gold
A Passionate Christmas Romance

Presents a comprehensive guide for librarians and readers' advisors, provides a brief history of the romance
novel, and offers reading lists and subgenre definitions.
Erin Maguire is shocked to discover that her adopted son is the heir to a desert kingdom! Now they're en route
to the land of Qubbah with little Kazim's uncle, the powerful and arrogant Zahir bin Kahlid al Muntassir! Zahir
insists Erin marry him, and that his young nephew remain in Qubbah! She refuses to leave Kazim behind, but
she's not of royal blood. Zahir will have a very ordinary virgin bride in his bed on his wedding night!
Blackmailed into marriage…by Christmas! Genealogist Lydia Carter-Wilson is horrified by the debts her father
has run up in her name. Then magnate Raul Valdez approaches her with an outrageous proposition. If she helps
him claim his inheritance, he’ll pay off her debts and save her tarnished reputation. But there’s a catch. If she
fails, she will marry Raul on Christmas Eve! No matter their instant and electrifying attraction, Lydia knows
Raul’s proposal amounts to blackmail. Yet faced with an impossible choice—risking ruin or becoming Raul’s
bartered bride—Lydia finds she cannot resist her desire to make a deal with the dark-hearted billionaire!
Harlequin Presents brings you four new titles for one great price, available now for a limited time only from
March 1 to March 31! Plus, in this special collection you'll receive 4 additional full-length stories from these
acclaimed authors! Escape with brooding tycoons and untamed princes in these four stories. This Harlequin
Presents bundle includes A Scandal, A Secret, A Baby by USA TODAY bestselling author Sharon Kendrick (and
bonus story Marriage Scandal, Showbiz Baby), The Fallen Greek Bride by Jane Porter (and bonus story At the
Greek Boss's Bidding), The Notorious Gabriel Diaz by
Cathy Williams (and bonus story Ruthless Tycoon,
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Inexperienced Mistress) and Taming the Last Acosta by Susan Stephens (and bonus story Italian Boss, Proud
Miss Prim). Look for 8 passionate new stories every month from Harlequin Presents!
To Blackmail a Di Sione
Harlequin Presents - January 2020 - Box Set 2 of 2
Kidnapped for His Royal Duty
Valdez's Bartered Bride
Harlequin Presents March 2015 - Box Set 1 of 2
Seducing His Convenient Innocent
Harlequin® Presents brings you four new titles for one great price! This Presents box set includes: LEONETTI'S HOUSEKEEPER BRIDE by
Lynne Graham When Gaetano Leonetti's grandfather commands him to find an ordinary woman to wed, he sets about proving him wrong with
unsuitable housekeeper Poppy Arnold. But instead Gaetano finds himself bound to an innocent bride he sinfully craves! CASTELLI'S VIRGIN
WIDOW by Caitlin Crews Luca Castelli believes his late father's widow Kathryn is no saint. But when the terms of the will force Luca to
become her boss, hatred is replaced by lust…Until one night, Luca discovers innocent Kathryn belongs to him alone! THE CONSEQUENCE HE
MUST CLAIM (The Wrong Heirs) by Dani Collins Sorcha finally gave in to her irresistible boss the night she resigned—but a car crash stole
Cesar Montero's memories of their shared passion! When he discovers Sorcha's secret, Cesar's determined to claim his child and relive that
white-hot night… ILLICIT NIGHT WITH THE GREEK (One Night With Consequences) by Susanna Carr Convinced that troublemaker Jodie
has come to Athens to jeopardize a business deal, Stergios Antoniou makes her his prisoner. Jodie finds herself a slave to their destructive
desire once more, and she leaves his private island with more than just memories… Be sure to collection Harlequin® Presents' December 2015
Box set 2 of 2!
Harlequin® Presents brings you a collection of four new titles! This Presents box set includes: BILLIONAIRE’S BRIDE FOR REVENGE
Rings of Vengeance By Michelle Smart Benjamin’s plan for vengeance is to steal and marry his enemy’s fiancée, Freya! It’s meant to be a
convenient arrangement. Yet there’s nothing remotely convenient about the red-hot pleasures of their wedding night… THE TYCOON’S
SCANDALOUS PROPOSITION Marrying a Tycoon By Miranda Lee Actress Kate is used to the spotlight, but nothing compares to billionaire
Blake’s scorching gaze or their sizzling night together! But when he offers her a starring role in his bed—dare she say yes? KIDNAPPED FOR
HIS ROYAL DUTY Stolen Brides By Jane Porter Desert prince Dal must find a replacement for his stolen bride immediately. So he kidnaps
his shy secretary, and expertly seduces her! Will Poppy be persuaded to accept his royal proposal? THE SHEIKH’S SHOCK CHILD One
Night With Consequences By Susan Stephens When innocent laundress Millie succumbs to Sheikh Khalid’s touch, she’s overwhelmed by the
intensity of their encounter. But becoming Khalid’s mistress isn’t the only consequence of their reckless desire…and Millie’s scandalous news
will bind them, permanently! Be sure to collect Harlequin® Presents’ June 2018 Box Set 1 of 2! Join HarlequinMyRewards.com to earn FREE
books and more. Earn points for all your Harlequin purchases from wherever you shop.
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Her outrageous marriage plan… Kaliana urgently needs a husband! It’s the only way to save her family from financial ruin. So she shockingly
proposes to billionaire Rafe Casella. They may have spent one red-hot night in his bed, but Kaliana’s rules are clear. Their arrangement is pure
convenience, nothing more. Since her fiancé’s death, she’s fiercely guarded her heart… Yet Rafe has his own agenda—a marriage could secure
his rightful inheritance, but only if it appears to be real! Can they keep things strictly business when their pretend relationship starts to feel
anything but?
At her boss's command…but not under his control! Justin McCarthy is a magnet for every man hunter in Sydney…they picture themselves
spending his millions and cuddling up to him at night! Rachel is Justin's idea of the perfect assistant. That is, until he pays for a complete
makeover…one that unlocks the beauty within! Where once he was happy to have Rachel safely behind her desk, now Justin wants her across
his…wild and willing. But then fantasy becomes reality, and Justin hasn't counted on love becoming part of his agenda!
Harlequin Presents - April 2020 - Box Set 2 of 2
A Billionaire Boss Romance
Harlequin Presents June 2016 - Box Set 2 of 2
At the Greek Boss's Bidding
Harlequin Presents January 2018 - Box Set 1 of 2
The Italian's Christmas Child\Married for the Italian's Heir\Snowbound with His Innocent Temptation\Unwrapping His Convenient Fiancee
Harlequin® Presents brings you four new titles for one great price! This Presents box set includes: PROTECTING THE
DESERT HEIR (Scandalous Sheikh Brides) by Caitlin Crews Sheikh Rihad al Bakri's iron control is shattered by bold, beautiful
Sterling McRae—the woman carrying his brother's unborn child and the heir to their kingdom—and soon replaced by
infuriating, inescapable desire. To secure his country's future, Rihad must claim Sterling, too… THE SICILIAN'S SURPRISE
WIFE (Society Weddings) by Tara Pammi Stefan Bianco's searing gaze returns Clio Norwood to the fiery, passionate woman
he once knew. Clio has the key to his revenge, and Stefan has the key to her freedom…but only if he agrees to her shocking
proposal! TEMPTED BY HER BILLIONAIRE BOSS (The Tenacious Tycoons) by Jennifer Hayward Harrison Grant can't afford
distractions with a high-stakes deal on the table, but his new assistant, Francesca Masseria, is as diverting for her beauty as
her incompetence! And what he's beginning to want from Francesca isn't part of her job description! SEDUCED INTO THE
GREEK'S WORLD by Dani Collins For Natalie Adams, an affair in Paris with billionaire Demitri Makricosta surpasses her
wildest dreams! But the closer Natalie gets to emotions he's locked away, the more Demitri tries to distract her to ensure
that seduction remains the only thing between them... Look for 8 new exciting stories every month from Harlequin®
Presents!
How will these bachelor billionaires react when the pregnancy test unexpectedly turns uppositive? Find out in this secret
baby box set featuring USA TODAY bestselling HarlequinPresents authors! Pregnancy of Passion by Lucy Monroe Their
tempestuous affair ended years ago, but Salvatore di Vitale is back and the chemistry between him and Elisa is as explosive
asever. When passion leads to pregnancy, Salvatore must claim his heir! Secrets of the Oasis by Abby Green Sheikh Salman
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can have anything he wants and he wantsbeautiful Jamilah. When she returns to his desert kingdom, he spirits her off to an
oasiswhere their passionate reconciliation has everlasting consequences… The Desert King's Pregnant Bride by Annie West
Sheikh Khalid Bin Shareef has always vowed not to get entangled with virgins. But innocentMaggie Lewis is too hard to
resist. Then they find their red-hot night had unexpectedrepercussions that only marriage can solve. One Night-Baby by
Susan Stephens When sweet Kate Mulhoon met top Hollywood producer Santino Rossi she was swept away by hisfiery
desire. He knew nothing of her innocence, or of the baby they made that night…untilKate appeared on his film set in Rome,
five years later…
The Greek’s terms? She must wear his diamond! Lysandros Drakakis always gets what he wants, and he’s never stopped
wanting beautiful pianist Rio Armstrong! A fake engagement to please his family is the perfect opportunity to uncover why
she walked away from their powerful connection…and indulge their still-sizzling desire under the Mediterranean sun. But
Rio’s heartbreaking revelation changes the stakes—he’s given her his ring, yet now Lysandros finds himself wanting to give
Rio everything… Enjoy this dramatic fake engagement romance!
Harlequin® Presents brings you a collection of four new titles! This Presents box set includes: CLAIMING HIS HIDDEN HEIR
Secret Heirs of Billionaires By Carol Marinelli Seduced then dismissed by her demanding boss Luka, Cecelia’s hiding a
secret—their daughter! But when Luka uncovers her deceit, there’s no escaping the consequences of her passionate
surrender… THE VIRGIN’S DEBT TO PAY By Abby Green Merciless Luc will hold Nessa captive, until her brother’s debt is
settled. And when undeniable attraction overwhelms them both, Nessa’s innocence is the real price to pay…! HIRED TO
WEAR THE SHEIKH’S RING By Rachael Thomas As Jafar’s temporary wife, Tiffany is perfect. Yet this convenient arrangement
for his crown leads to passion! Is their craving enough to make Tiffany more than just the Sheikh’s hired bride…?
PRINCESS’S PREGNANCY SECRET One Night With Consequences By Natalie Anderson Damon can’t resist a sensual
encounter with a captivating guest at a masquerade. But he’s shocked to discover she was actually Princess Eleni—and now
she’s carrying his baby! Be sure to collect Harlequin® Presents’ May 2018 Box Set 1 of 2! Join HarlequinMyRewards.com to
earn FREE books and more. Earn points for all your Harlequin purchases from wherever you shop.
Her Sinful Secret
Harlequin Presents March 2013 - Bundle 2 of 2
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